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This masterful survey of world religions presents a clear and concise portrait of the history, beliefs,

and practices of Eastern and Western religions. The new edition contains added material and has

been revised throughout. The authors, both respected scholars of world religions, have over fifty

years of combined teaching experience. Their book is accessibly written for introductory classes,

can be easily adapted for one- or two-semester courses, and presents a neutral approach for broad

classroom use. Pedagogical aids include further reading suggestions, photographs, sidebars, and

pronunciation guides. An 800-question bank ofÂ multiple-choice testÂ questions is available to

professors through Baker Academic's Textbook eSources.
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World Religions: A Guide to the Essentials by Thomas A. Robinson and Hillary P. Rodrigues is a

well-organized, easily accessible journey through the histories and beliefs of the worldÃ¢Â€Â™s

major beliefs both past and present. The inclusion of a discussion on ancient religions provides a

welcome context in which to view the more contemporary religious practices of our time. Throughout

most of the ancient world, religions were inclusive. That is, instead of the practitioners of various

faiths considering their beliefs the One True Way, practitioners took a more holistic view. While we

tend, for example, to consider the Egyptian pantheon all one religion, the religious beliefs of ancient

Egypt were actually multiple different sects that co-existed and often cooperated for the greater

good.Another difference between ancient religions and contemporary ones is the idea that the world



was created by one set of gods, but ruled over by another. In some cases, this was a matter of the

younger gods overthrowing the older ones. In others, it was a matter of the older gods simply being

disinterested in their creation and leaving it to others to run. This differs from most of the

worldÃ¢Â€Â™s contemporary religions, which tend to believe that their god or gods both created the

world and rule it.This discussion provides an interesting juxtaposition when we move into the more

contemporary religions, particularly the Western Religions of Christianity, Judaism, and Islam. The

authors do a good job of presenting each religion in a neutral manner, focusing on the history

behind the various faiths without offering any judgment. In this regard, the book is a useful tool for

those who sincerely want to learn more about other religious beliefs without all of the modern

baggage imposed by so many biased media sources.The inclusion of the major Eastern religions

makes this book even more valuable. So often in the West, we tend to marginalize Eastern religions

when we discuss religion in general. But millions of people follow these belief systems, and the

authors again do a great job of explaining the fundamental belief systems and histories of these

religions in a way that is both neutral and accessible.Reviewer note: I was given a comp copy of this

book in exchange for a review.

I had to get this book for my college course. The information in it was decent the only think I didn't

like about the formatting of the book was the history of the religion was before the explanation of the

religion, beliefs, and practices so it was kind of confusing reading about something and where it

went without understanding what it was first.
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